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information, with papers on geoarchaeology (Haynes), 
soil development and structure (Reider; Miller and Gold-
berg), phytoliths and vegetation (Fredlund), snails (Jass 
and Mead), and climate (Bryson and Bryson). What is 
pleasantly surprising is the general agreement in these 
studies as to the environmental trends that persisted at 
Hell Gap between about 11,000 and 7,000 BP. The papers 
are detailed, technical, and challenging-a reflection of 
the 50+ years that have passed since the early excavations, 
the ambiguity of deciphering other people's (some now 
deceased) field notes, the complexity of site stratigraphy, 
and the ravages of 10,000 years. 
Papers devoted to human history include two that 
chronicle the history of site investigations (Kornfeld 
and Larson; Knudson), two on faunal analysis (Rapson 
and Niven; Byers), two papers on microwear (Muniz; 
Bamforth and Becker), a review of the Eden component 
(Knell, Hill, and Izeta), Cody (Knell), Frederick (Byrnes), 
a discussion of site formation (Larson), a chipped stone 
analysis (Kornfeld), a technological analysis ofthe points 
(Bradley) and of point damage and resharpening (Hashi-
zume), and an excellent book summary by Larson (if 
starting from scratch I'd read this chapter first). 
Hell Gap emerges as a repeatedly used short-term 
camp where game (mostly bison) was processed, tools 
used and discarded, and local high-quality toolstone 
obtained. Features seem rare (a few hearths) for a site 
occupied so long. Though a site of high fidelity, there is 
some "mixing" of point styles between levels, a situation 
that engenders considerable explanatory gyrations-
omitting, however, the possibility that a single group of 
people roamed around with slightly variable styles of 
points, a lesson we need to remember from the Olsen-
Chubbuck site. 
Hell Gap is an extraordinary site, but one thing about 
it was quite ordinary-it had been extensively studied 
but poorly reported. The editors and authors are to be 
commended for digging into dusty bags and field records 
of the 1960s and bringing to light critical information on 
some of the earliest inhabitants of the continent. Jack W. 
Brink, Royal Alberta Museum. 
Barnum Brown: The Man Who Discovered Tyran-
nosaurus rex. By Lowell Dingus and Mark A. Norell. 
Berkeley: University of California Press, 2010. xiv + 
368 pp. Map, illustrations, appendices, notes, bibliogra-
phy, index. $29.95 cloth. 
Barnum Brown, born in 1873, was a product of the 
American West and the homesteading traditions of the 
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mid to late 19th century. His father was an ambitious, but 
level-headed, Virginia-born entrepreneur-turned-Kansas 
farmer, and young Brown grew up on a prosperous farm 
that employed 31 men. Authors Dingus and Norell high-
light a key event in Brown's life when, aged 16, his father 
took him on an epic four-month trip of three thousand 
miles by oxcart to see the Old West his parent had known 
before it passed away forever. As Brown described it, 
"This was Father's finest gift to me; it was of himself." It 
seems this trip instilled a life-long sense of wanderlust in 
Brown, giving him the courage to travel far away from 
home and the skills to look after himself in remote places. 
Returning, he enrolled in high school in Lawrence, Kan-
sas, and continued on to higher education at the Univer-
sity of Kansas in 1893. 
Originally intending to study engineering, but soon 
realizing that geology and palaeontology were his calling, 
he managed to charm his way onto a field expedition in 
1894 led by Samuel W. Williston, one of the leading pa-
laeontologists of the day. Brown made a great impression 
on Williston, and his exemplary field and camp skills led 
to his being recommended as an assistant on an Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History expedition in 1896. He 
passed muster with the AMNH field crew, and his fate 
with the AMNH was sealed. He would remain with the 
Museum well past his official retirement in 1942 until his 
death in 1963. 
It is impossible to summarize Brown's many ac-
complishments and adventures in this short review. 
During his time with the AMNH he traveled extensively 
in western North America and internationally-Cuba, 
Mexico, Patagonia (where he survived a ship wreck near 
Cape Horn), France, England, Turkey, Greece, Ethiopia, 
Egypt, Somaliland, Arabia, India, and Burma. Fifty-
seven specimens he collected now form the foundation 
for the exhibit halls in the AMNH, not just including di-
nosaurs, but fossil mammals and invertebrates as well. He 
returned almost yearly to western North American sites 
that host thousands of top-quality fossils of backboned 
animals from the past 280 million years. 
The book itself is well written, and follows Brown's 
life chronologically from birth to death. Along the way, 
the narrative delves, sometimes quite deeply, into the 
people and events, both American and foreign, that would 
have influenced Brown's life and work at the time. The 
reams of facts, figures, and dates in the book are me-
ticulously referenced using the extensive archives of the 
AMNH. Brown was notorious for not keeping field notes, 
and correspondence to and from the field with his bosses, 
as well as annual reports, are the sources for most of the 
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details of Brown's life while associated with the Museum. 
Despite their efforts, the authors lament that aspects of 
Brown's personal life and personality can really only be 
glimpsed from the writings of his two wives, his only 
daughter, and professional colleagues, leaving the man 
himself still a bit of a mystery. Donald M. Henderson, 
Curator of Dinosaurs, Royal Tyrrell Museum of Palaeon-
tology, Drumheller, Alberta. 
Paradise Found: Nature in America at the Time of 
Discovery. By Steve Nicholls. Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2009. x + 524 pp. Notes, index. $30.00 
cloth. 
Covering 500 years in 500 pages, Paradise Found 
details the amazing abundance of the natural world that 
greeted the first European arrivals to North America. 
Such a perspective is not wholly original; pre-Columbian 
biodiversity has been a popular topic of investigation for 
two generations of scholars. But as filmmaker, entomolo-
gist, and author Steve Nicholls explains, past catalogs of 
plenty have, if anything, underestimated the bounty of 
the precontact physical world. Explaining in full detail 
the transition from ecological complexity to fragile insta-
bility makes the narrative of loss all the more powerful. 
Paradise Found is short on silver linings. This account 
is not a celebration of what once was, but a declensionist 
narrative. As Nicholls explains, European mercantilists 
arrived on a continent rich in resources, paused for a brief 
moment, and then went to work. Studying this process 
does have value, however, as a "deep perspective" on the 
ecological past can, the author insists, help us better man-
age our "modern environmental crises." 
Paradise Found is arranged by geography, opening 
on the Atlantic coast and marching forward to a western 
finish. In each locale, Nicholls begins with an account-
ing of early exploration and discovery and then shifts to 
an analysis of environmental exploitation. In all of this, 
readers focused on the Great Plains will find much of 
interest. Countering the long-accepted notion that the 
apparently monotonous landscape of the Plains is marked 
foremost by a "great stillness," Paradise Found reveals 
a regional ecological mosaic that is "incomprehensibly 
complicated." 
This is a work of synthesis; readers familiar with 
environmental history, especially the work of Donald 
Worster, will find little unexpected in Paradise Found. 
What is more welcome is the amount of natural science 
that informs the narrative. Even a casual glance at his 
notes reveals that Nicholls has made good use of science 
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to reconstruct lost environmental worlds. He also does a 
fine job of explaining the masked connections between 
environmental destruction and free market capitalism. 
The operators of New England factories, for instance, 
ran machines with leather belts made from Great Plains 
bison, and yet they never saw the ecological or social 
transformations that resulted from the near extermination 
of these animals. Nicholls intends his book as a correc-
tive. The idea is to reveal these linkages as a way to show 
readers how ecosystems really work~an important step 
in the creation of a balanced environmental ethic. John 
Herron, Department of History, University of Missouri-
Kansas City. 
Nature's Ghosts: Confronting Extinction from the Age 
of Jefferson to the Age of Ecology. By Mark V. Barrow, Jr. 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009. xi + 497 pp. 
Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $35.95 cloth. 
In 1886 William Temple Hornaday realized that per-
haps fewer than three hundred bison roamed the Plains. 
As chief taxidermist for the U.S. National Museum, his 
reaction was to urge collecting a good series of speci-
mens, up to a hundred if possible. Hornaday's expedition 
to Montana returned with "twenty-five bison skins, one 
head skin, sixteen fresh and dry skeletons, fifty-one dry 
skulls, and two bison fetuses" plus remains of a massive 
old bull that became the model for the buffalo nickel 
and the seal of the secretary of the interior. Fortunately, 
Hornaday also returned with a desire to breed bison and 
other rare wildlife in captivity. He was instrumental in 
founding both the U.S. National Zoo and the Bronx Zoo. 
After some setbacks, he managed to establish a breeding 
herd at the Bronx Zoo and to send bison back to the wild 
starting in 1905. 
The saving of bison occupies a central place in Na-
ture's Ghosts, but Mark Barrow's chronicle extends over 
a century both before and after. The story starts with 
Thomas Jefferson and fossils that came to be recognized 
as mastodons, mammoths, and giant ground sloths. "Jef-
ferson and most of his contemporaries were certain that 
the natural world was orderly, static, and new." In such a 
worldview, extinction was unthinkable. Fossil evidence 
plus the historical extinctions of dodos, moas, and great 
auks forced reconsideration. Unfortunately, extinction 
was subsequently viewed as perhaps inevitable for spe-
cies "past their time." As Hornaday's initial reaction illus-
trates, collecting rare species frequently happened ahead 
of efforts to preserve those species. Bison preservation 
followed immediately, but passenger pigeons and Carolina 
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